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Abstract:
An overview of NASA Glenn Research Center's Tribology & Mechanical
Components Branch is provided. Work in space mechanisms, seals,
oil-free turbomachinery, and mechanical components is presented.
An overview of current research for these technology areas is
contained in this overview.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20100041305 2019-08-30T13:20:38+00:00Z
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Tribology & Mechanical Components Branch
“NASA ʼs one-stop-shop for all its
mechanisms & lubrication needs”
Branch Organization:
â Oil-Free Turbomachinery – Dr. Chris DellaCorte
â Space Mechanisms & Lubrication – Dr. Phil Abel
â Aerospace Seals – Dr. Bruce Steinetz
â Aero Drive Systems – Dr. Robert Handschuh
Heat Shield
Interface Seal
Docking Seal
• Space habitat seals for extreme environments
• Structural / thermal protection seals
• Non-contacting turbine seals
• Gear fatigue research
• High speed gear lubrication
• Drive system diagnostics
• Fatigue crack modeling
• Dynamic mechanical components
• Rotorcraft transmission systems
• Advanced rolling element and
wave bearing technologies
•	 Tribology & Mechanical Components Branch
Oil-Free Turbomachinery 	 Space Mechanisms & Lubrication
From basic
research to
ppa lication
• Aero / Space application
• World-leading bearing experts
• Advanced modeling methods
• Foil bearing predictive design
Aerospace Seals Research
• Accelerated space lubricant life testing under vacuum
• New mechanism concepts for planetary environment
• New space lubricant development
• Terramechanics modeling & testing for efficient wheels
Aero Drive Systems
TGIR Award for Level I Milestone:
“Core Hot Bearing Tests” (OFTET)
Foil air bearingsCAD
Oil-Free Turbomachinery
Oil-Free enabling technologies ?
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Space Tribology & Materials
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Other Facilities:
*Vapor Pressure of Fluids
*Radiation Damage of
Polymers
Heating soot to high
temperatures in an
inert atmosphere
graphitizes the
carbon
to form nano-onions.
Nano-Structured Lubricants for Tribology
Carbon nanostructure transformation by industrially
scalable GRC developed process
Addition of a small amount of nano-onions to oil improved the lifetime by a factor of 8x while decreasing the friction by a factor of 2.6
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NASA GRC Seal Team
NASA GRC Seal Team contributions have
influenced several flight projects:
- Shuttle main landing gear door environmental seals
- Thermal barrier (braided carbon fiber rope) for
nozzle joints of Shuttle and Atlas V SRM’s
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NASA GRC Seal Team Overview
• NASA GRC Seal Team contributions have influenced
several flight projects:
– X-38 rudder/fin seals
– X-37 flaperon seals
Low Impact Docking System (LIDS)
• LIDS is a system under development
by NASA JSC designed to:
– Provide gender-neutral
(androgynous) interface permitting
docking and berthing between any
two space vehicles
– Reduce impact loads between two
mating space craft
– Become new Agency standard for
docking/berthing systems
alignment
Seal Test Facilities
Spiral Bevel / Face Gear Test Facilities Gear Noise / Dynamics Test Facility
Drive System Test Facilities
Spur Gear Fatigue Test Rigs
Split Torque Test Facility 	 OH-58 Transmission Test Facility 	 High Speed Helical Gear Train Facility
Drive System Analytical Capabilities
Finite Element Based
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Condition Based Maintenance
Objectives: Increase reliability and decrease false alarms for
mechanical component diagnostics. Demonstrate integration of oil
debris and vibration based damage detection techniques results in
improved capability.
Approach:
Instrument and monitor all GRC gear fatigue test facilities and work
with other govt. agencies, university, and industry
Condition Based Maintenance
Vibration Techniques
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Test Facility
Wave Bearing Technology
Bearing Concept
• Improved stability and cooling
• Ability to tailor stiffness and damping
• Use of hard sleeves
Fracture Toughness
Ferrium C69 AISI 9310
Surface Fatigue Results
Gear Number Number of Median life
Material of tests (million
failures completed cycles)
AMS 15 21 134
6308B
[Ref. 10]
AISI 25 33 200
9310
[Ref. 13]
Ferrium 5 10 361
® C69
[present
study]
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Subsonic Rotary Wing: High Fidelity
Design Tools
Windage Test Facility, NASA-GRC
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Dr. Robert F. Handschuh, Army Research Lab, NASA - Glenn
Mark A. Stevens, NASA Glenn Research Center
Input Output
In-Line Two Speed Advanced RC Drive System
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J Wet / Dry Clutch
Over-Running Clutch
High Speed Operation (hover): Wet/ Dry Clutch engaged, Over-Running Clutch over-running
Low Speed Operation (cruise): Wet/ Dry Clutch disengaged, Over-Running Clutch driving
Dr. Robert F. Handschuh (October 2007)
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Summary
• Four main focus areas in the drive system area:
* Oil-Free Turbomachinery
* Tribology –Surface Science
* Seals –Static and Dynamic
* Drive System Technologies
• Currently conduct /manage research within our
center as well as at contractor and university locations
• Involved in analytical and experimental
developments
• Work closely with the space &aerospace industry,
other government agencies / NASA centers, NESCÉ.
